
STICKY PARTICLES AND SCALARCONSERVATION LAWSYann Brenier and Emmanuel Grenier�
AbstratOne dimensional salar onservation laws with nondereasing initial on-ditions and general uxes are shown to be the appropriate equations todesribe large systems of free partiles on the real line, whih stik underollision with onservation of mass and momentum.IntrodutionThere has been a reent interest for the one dimensional model of pressure-less gases with stiky partiles. This model an be desribed at a disretelevel by a �nite olletion of partiles that get stuk together right after theyollide with onservation of mass and momentum. At a ontinuous level,the gas an be desribed by a density and a veloity �elds �(t; x), u(t; x)that satisfy the mass and momentum onservation laws�t�+ �x(�u) = 0; (1)�t�u+ �x(�u2) = 0: (2)This system an be formally obtained from the usual Euler equations forideal ompressible uids by letting the pressure go to zero, or from theBoltzmann equation by letting the temperature go to zero. This model ofadhesion dynamis is onneted to the stiky partile model of Zeldovih[18℄,[16℄, whih also inludes gravitational interations and has interestingstatistial properties. (See [6℄ as the most omplete and reent referene.)�Universit�e Paris 6 and ENS, DMI, 45 rue d'ULM, 75230 Paris Cedex, Frane.1



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESFor smooth solutions and positive densities, (2) is equivalent to the invisidBurgers equation �tu+ �x(12u2) = 0; (3)whih has been studied from a statistial point of view in [15℄,[14℄. However,the redution to the invisid Burgers equation is not orret for general data.Bouhut [2℄ pointed out some mathematial diÆulties to get a rigorousderivation of the stiky partile model (1), (2). First, at the ontinuouslevel, � must be onsidered as a nonnegative measure, with possible singularparts, and not as a funtion. Seond, the veloity �eld must be well de�ned� almost everywhere. Third, the system of onservation laws has to besupplemented by some entropy onditions, and the most obvious ondition,say �t(�U(u)) + �x(�uU(u)) � 0; (4)for all smooth onvex funtion U , turns out to be insuÆient to guaranteeuniqueness for presribed initial values, as observed in [2℄. After [2℄ andindependently, Grenier [7℄ (see also [8℄ and [4℄) and E, Rykov and Sinai[6℄ proved the global existene of measure solutions to system (1), (2),(4),obtained as limits of the disrete solutions when the number of partilesgoes to +1 with bounded total mass and initial veloities. Similar resultsan also be dedued from the theories independently developed by BouhutJames [3℄ and Poupaud Rasle [11℄ for linear transport equations. In thepresent paper, we show that the ontinuous model an be fully desribed, inan alternative and more straightforward way, by salar onservation laws,with non dereasing initial onditions, general ux funtions and the usualKruzhkov entropy ondition (for whih, we refer to [13℄). These salaronservation laws are not the invisid Burgers equation (3) and their uxfuntions depend on the initial data �(0; :) and u(0; :). We also relate theontinuous model to the Hamilton-Jaobi equation and provide two kinetiformulations. In addition, we indiate how the pressureless system (1),(2),without entropy ondition (4), an be diretly reovered from salar on-servation laws, by using standard BV alulus [17℄. However, the diretreovery of (4) from Kruzhkov's entropy ondition seems unlear exeptin the partiular ase of pieewise smooth solutions, for whih we give anelementary argument. 2



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLES1. Stiky partiles and salar onservation lawsLet us onsider n partiles on the real line. We desribe the i�th partileby its weight, position and veloity Pi(t) = (mi(t); xi(t); vi(t)) at time t � 0.We say that this set of partiles has a stiky partile dynamis with initialonditions (mi; xi; vi), with x1 < ::: < xn, if� mi(t) = mi for all t � 0,� xi(0) = xi and vi(0) = vi,� the speed of Pi is onstant as long as it meets no new partiles,� the speed hanges only when shoks our : if at t0 there exists j suhthat xj(t0) = xi(t0) and xj(t) 6= xi(t) for all t < t0 thenvi(t0+) = Pj=xj(t0)=xi(t0)mjvj(t0�)Pj=xj(t0)=xi(t0)mj : (5)Notie that only a �nite number of shoks an our beause partiles re-main stuk together after a shok. Moreover, we observe, as the total mo-mentum is onserved through the shoks, that the speed of the partiles isde�ned, for positive t, bymix0i(t) = Xj=xj(t)=xi(t)mjvj; (6)for i = 1; :::; m, where x0i denotes the right time derivative of xi(t). In otherwords, the partiles having the same position at time t move together at thesame speed and their total momentum is the sum of their initial momentum.Notie that a disrete and exat algorithm an be straightforwardly designedto ompute the solutions (by properly ordering the possible ollision times).This sheme is strongly reminisent of Dafermos' [5℄ (see also [9℄) polygonalapproximation methods for salar onservation laws, where eah partileorresponds to a jump of an entropy solution of a salar onservation lawwith a pieewise linear ontinuous ux funtion. Thus, we an expet thatthe ontinuous limit of the stiky partile dynamis is properly desribedby a salar onservation law. Indeed, we show
3



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESTheorem 1..1 Let n stiky partiles, with initial weight mi, position xi andveloity u0(xi), where u0 is a �xed given bounded ontinuous funtion on R,and the total mass is normalized Pj mj = 1. Assume that the xi belong toa �xed ompat interval [�R;+R℄ andXj mjÆ(x� xj)! �0(x)weakly on x 2 R, when n! +1. Then, for eah t � 0Xj mj(t)Æ(x� xj(t))! �xM(t; x)weakly on x 2 R, where M is the unique entropy solution of the salaronservation �tM + �x(A(M)) = 0; (7)with initial ondition M(0; :) =M0 given byM0(x) = �0(℄�1; x℄) (8)and ux funtion A(m) = Rm0 a(m0)dm0, wherea(m) = u0(x); (9)for all M0(x�) � m < M0(x+) and x 2 R.We use the following elementary lemma on probability measures :Lemma 1..1 Let (�n) be a sequene of probability measures on R supportedon a �xed ompat subset of R and let Mn be the orresponding distributionfuntion Mn(x) = �n(℄�1; x℄):Then the following statement are equivalent. i) �n ! � weakly ii) the L1norm of Mn �M on R goes to zero, whereM(x) = �(℄�1; x℄);iii) for all nondereasing C1 funtion B on [0; 1℄ suh that B(0) = 0, B(1) =1, �x(B(Mn))! �x(B(M))weakly. 4



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESProof of Lemma 1..1Let us �rst assume ii). Beause Mn � M ! 0 in L1(R), �n ! � holdstrue in the sense of distributions sine �n = �xMn, � = �xM . Beause�n and � are nonnegative distributions, this means that �n ! � weakly inthe sense of measures. If B is a nondereasing C1 funtion on [0; 1℄ withB(0) = 0, B(1) = 1, then we an apply the same reasoning to B(Mn)(instead of Mn) and dedue that �xB(Mn) is a probability measure andweakly onverges to �xB(M) when n ! +1. Thus iii) holds true. Sinei) trivially follows from iii), let us now prove that i) implies ii). We usea lassial result of measure theory [12℄ asserting that, if �n ! � weaklyand is supported on a �xed ompat set, then R f(x)d�n(x)! R f(x)d�(x)is true for all bounded � Riemann integrable (that is ontinuous on a setof full � measure) funtion f . For Lebesgue almost every �xed y 2 R,�(fyg) = 0 and therefore f(x) = H(x � y) is � Riemann integrable in x.Thus Mn(y) = �n(℄ �1; y℄) ! �(℄ �1; y℄) = M(y) for Lebesgue almostevery y 2 R. Sine Mn = M outside of a �xed ompat subset of R, theLebesgue dominated onvergene theorem implies thatZR jMn(y)�M(y)jdy! 0;whih proves i) and onludes the proof of Lemma 1..1.Proof of Theorem 1..1To prove Theorem 1..1, we �rst observe that already at the disrete level,the stiky partile dynamis is desribed by a salar onservation, withappropriate initial values and ux funtion. Then, we rely on standardresults on onservation laws [13℄ to onlude. Let us be more preise. Wedenote, for eah t � 0, �n(t; x) =Xj mjÆ(x� xj(t));and Mn(t; x) = �n(℄�1; x℄) =Xj mjH(x� xj(t)); (10)where H is the Heaviside funtion (with H(0) = 1). Now, we denoteM0n(x) =Mn(0; x), then set an(m) = vi; (11)5



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESfor M0n(xi�) � m < M0n(xi+) and i = 1; :::; n, and �nally de�ne the Lips-hitz ontinuous, pieewise linear ux funtionAn(m) = Z m0 an(m0)dm0: (12)Then, we observe, in the spirit of [5℄, [9℄Proposition 1..2 The funtion Mn(t; x) de�ned by (10) is the unique en-tropy solution of the salar onservation�tMn + �x(An(Mn)) = 0; (13)with M0n(x) as initial onditions.Let us �rst assume this Proposition and end the proof of Theorem (1..1).By assumption and Lemma 1..1, we know thatZR jM0n(x)�M0(x)jdx! 0;and �xB(M0n)! �xB(M0);weakly, for all nondereasing C1 funtion B on [0; 1℄ suh that B(0) = 0,B(1) = 1. Sine u0 is ontinuous, it follows that< �x(B(M0n)); u0 >!< �x(B(M0)); u0 >;where < :; : > denote measure brakets. This is still true for all C1 funtionB. By de�nition (11), this exatly meansZ 10 an(m)B0(m)dm! Z 10 a(m)B0(m)dm:Sine the an are uniformly bounded by the sup norm of u0, we dedue thatan ! a for the weak-* topology of L1. Now, if we onsider any C1 funtionU on [0; 1℄ and de�neAn;U(m) = Z m0 an(w)U 0(w)dw; AU(m) = Z m0 a(w)U 0(w)dw;then An;U uniformly onverges to AU on [0; 1℄. Next, standard results onsalar onservation laws [13℄ show that, for all T > 0,sup0�t�T ZR jMn(t; x)�M(t; x)jdx! 0;6



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESwhere M is the unique solution of (7). (Indeed, the Mn �M are ompatin C([0; T ℄; L1(R)) and we an pass to the limit in all entropy inequalities�t(U(Mn)) + �x(An;U(Mn)) � 0;for all C1 onvex funtion U .) Using again Lemma 1..1, we dedue, for allt � 0, �n(t; x)! �xM(t; x);weakly, whih is enough to prove Theorem (1..1).Let us now prove Proposition (1..2). As Mn is pieewise onstant, it issuÆient to hek that the shoks at xj(t) (1 � i � n), whih are of �nitenumber, satisfy Rankine Hugoniot and entropy onditions of (7) at xj(t).But Mn(xi(t)+)�Mn(xi(t)�) = Xjjxj(t)=xi(t)mjand An(M(xi(t)+))� An(M(xi(t)�)) = Xjjxj(t)=xi(t)mjvj;therefore, using (5),vi(t)[Mn(xi(t)+)�Mn(xi(t)�)℄ = [An(M(xi(t)+))� An(M(xi(t)�))℄whih is exatly the Rankine Hugoniot for (7).Mn satis�es entropy onditions providedAn(�)� An(M(xi(t)�))� �M(xi(t)�) � vi(t): (14)Notie that as An is pieewise linear, it is suÆient to hek (14) for � of theform Pj�i0 mj. But (14) is exatly the disrete version of the GeneralizedVariational Priniple studied in [6℄ and is a onsequene of the followingvery simple baryentri lemma (used in [4℄ and [7℄)Lemma 1..2 Let t � 0 and let us assume that xi(t) = xj(t) for i0 � i; j �i1 and that xi(t) = xi0(t) implies i0 � i � i1. Then for i0 � k � i1,Xi0�j�kmjvj(0)Xi0�j�kmj � Xi0�j�i1mjvj(0)Xi0�j�i1mj (15)7



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESTo end the proof of Proposition (1..2), just notie thatAn(�)� An(M(xi(t)�))� �M(xi(t))�) = Xi0�j�kmjvj(0)Xi0�j�kmjwhen � = Pj�kmj, and thatvi(t) = Xi0�j�i1mjvj(0)Xi0�j�i1mj :Now to prove Lemma (1..2), just observe that when a group of partiles hitsanother group of partiles, the averaged veloity of the left group of partilesdereases. But the group of partiles i0 � j � k only meets partiles onits right by de�nition of i0 (before time t). Therefore its averaged veloitywhih equals (Pi0�j�kmjvj(0))(Pi0�j�kmj)�1 at t = 0 is greater than itsaveraged at time t+, whih is also the mean veloity �v of the set i0 � j � i1by de�nition of i0 and i1. But by onservation of momentum through theshoks, �v equals (Pi0�j�i1 mjvj(0))(Pi0�j�i1 mj)�1, whih ends the proof ofthe Lemma.2. Reovery of the pressureless gas equations withoutentropy onditions.Theorem 2..1 Let M(t; x) be a weak solution of (7),�xM � 0; (16)M(t;�1) = 0, M(t;+1) = 1. Let�(t; x) = �xM(t; x) and q(t; x) = �x(A(M(t; x))): (17)Then q is uniformly ontinuous with respet to �, and there exists u(t; x)with q = u�. Moreover, (�; u) satisfy (1) and (2).8



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESProofM is a bounded BV funtion in spae time. (Indeed �xM(t; x) is a boundedmeasure on eah �nite interval [0; T ℄ of total mass T , sine �xM � 0, and�tM(t; x) therefore is a bounded measure beause of (7)). Using BV alulus[17℄, we an de�ne a Borel funtion a(t; x) valued in [inf u0; sup u0℄, uniquelyde�ned for �xM almost every (t; x), suh thatr(A(M(t; x)) = a(t; x)rM(t; x) (18)holds in the sense of vetor valued measures, where r = (�t; �x). Let usde�ne �(t; x) = �xM(t; x); (19)q(t; x) = �x(A(M(t; x))) = a(t; x)�xM(t; x) (20)and the Radon-Nikodym derivativeu(t; x) = a(t; x); (21)uniquely de�ned for � almost every (t; x). Then (1) immediately followsfrom (the weak form of) (7) di�erentiated (in the distributional sense) withrespet to x. To get (2), we write�tq = �2tx(A(M))(by (20) and (7)) = �x(a�tM) = ��x(a2�xM)(by (18), twie, and (7) one again)= ��x(�u2)(by (21). Thus both onservations of mass and momentum are easily derivedfrom the weak form of (7).Remarks on entropy onditionsThere does not seem to be any easy way to reover (4) from the usualKruzhkov's entropy ondition for salar onservation laws. However, let usreall that (4) is not suÆient to assure the uniqueness of the solution of(1,2), as notied in [2℄. If we onsider for instane the evolution of two9



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESpartiles (when � is the sum of two Dira masses), (4) merely says thatsome kineti energy is lost during a shok, but does not say that the partilesremain stuk after they ollide, for instane free transport of a �nite numberof partiles satis�es (4), whih is far from the desired behaviour.In fat the entropy ondition (4) is ompletely embedded in our formalism.More preisely, �xM � 0 an be seen as a kind of entropy ondition : as theux A is independent on time, the monotoniity ofM implies that partilesan not ross, and therefore that, at a disrete level, partiles have a stikybehaviour. If M is a sum of Dira masses, this implies uniqueness, and (4).Now, the monotoniity of M is preserved by time evolution if M satis�esthe usual Kruzhkov's entropy onditions assoiated to (7). Therefore, at thedisrete level, the Kruzhkov's entropy onditions on (7) are stronger than(4) (whih is not suÆient to enfore uniqueness of (1, 2)).Therefore Kruzhkov's entropy onditions appear to be the natural entropyonditions for the stiky partile dynamis. The problem of �nding the rightentropy onditions to omplete (1, 2) is however open.Notie moreover that at the disrete level, the stiky partile dynamissatis�es, i < j, vj(t)� vi(t)xi(t)� xj(t) � 1t (22)(see [4℄, [7℄). In fat (22) is a natural entropy ondition, whih leads when� is a sum of a �nite number of Dira masses to uniqueness of the solutionof (1,2). Its ounterpart at the ontinuous level would be�xu(t; x) � 1t :3. Link with the Hamilton-Jaobi equation.It is known that the potential	(t; x) = Z x�1M(t; y)dy: (23)is a visosity solution (in the sense of Crandall Lions) of the Hamilton-Jaobiequation �t	+ A(�x	) = 0 (24)10



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESif and only if M is an entropy solution to (7). Sine the initial ondition	0 = 	(0; :) is onvex, the (seond) Hopf formula [1℄ asserts that the uniquevisosity solution with 	0(x) as initial onditions is given by	(t; x) = sup0�m�1fxm� �0(m)� tA(m)g; (25)where �0 = �(0; :) and � = 	� denotes the Legendre-Fenhel transform�(t;m) = supx2Rfxm�	(t; x)g: (26)(For eah t � 0, the reiproal funtion of x 2 R ! M(t; x) 2 [0; 1℄ is thepartial derivative of �(t;m) with respet to m.) In short, we have	(t; :) = (	0� + tA)�; (27)where ? denotes the Legendre-Fenhel transform, whih geometrially meansthat, at time t � 0, �(t;m) is the onvex hull of �0(m) + tA(m) on theinterval 0 � m � 1.This orrespondene with the Hamilton-Jaobi equations is true both at theontinuous and disrete levels. Let us examine the formulae in the disretease. We have �0n(m) = x1m+ n�1Xi=1(m� iXj=1mj)+(xi+1 � xi): (28)We an express An in a similar way asAn(m) = v1m + n�1Xi=1(m� iXj=1mj)+(vi+1 � vi): (29)So, �n(t;m) = x1(t)m+ n�1Xi=1(m� iXj=1mj)+(xi+1(t)� xi(t)); (30)where xi(t) denotes the position of partile i at time t, is nothing but theonvex hull on the interval m 2 [0; 1℄ of(x1 + tv1)m+ n�1Xi=1(m� iXj=1mj)+(xi+1 + tvi+1 � xi � tvi)(whih would orrespond to a ollisionless partile dynamis). Notie thatthis formula yields an eÆient algorithm to ompute the exat positions ofn stiky partiles at a given positive time T without following the detailedinterations ourring when t 2 [0; T ℄. Indeed, onvex hull an be omputedin O(n logn) elementary operations.11



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLES4. Two kineti formulations.In the one-dimensional ase, we an use the kineti formulation of salaronservation laws as in [10℄. We de�ne a kineti density F (t; x;m) by settingF (t; x;m) = H(M(t; x)�m); 8(x;m) 2 R � [0; 1℄: (31)where H denotes the Heaviside funtion. Following [10℄, we know that Fsatis�es the kineti equation�tF + a(m)�xF = �m�; (32)where a(m) = A0(m) and � = �(t; x;m) is some nonnegative bounded mea-sure. However, there is a more natural and onventional kineti formulation,whih was already onsidered in [2℄, [6℄, in the usual phase spae (x; v),wherethe density f(t; x; v) � 0 is subjet to�tf + v�xf + �2v� = 0; (33)for some nonnegative measure �(t; x; v), andf(t; x; v) = �(t; x)Æ(v � u(t; x)) (34)(whih means that the phase density is monokineti). Indeed, (1),(2) and(4), are equivalent to (33), (34), integrated in v against appropriate testfuntions U (respetively U(v) = 1, U(v) = v, U = any onvex funtion).The relationship between the (t; x;m) and the (t; x; v) kineti formulationsis not entirely lear. Notie, in partiular, that the entropy ondition (4)does not enfore uniqueness, as notied in [2℄,[6℄, so that the seond kinetiformulation is not as sharp as the �rst one, whih is stritly equivalent tothe Kruzhkov formulation of salar onservation laws (as shown in [10℄) and,therefore guarantees uniqueness.5. Reovery of the entropy onditions for pieewisesmooth entropy solutions to salar onservation laws.In this last setion, we show that for simple pieewise smooth entropy so-lutions to salar onservations laws we reover entropy ondition (4).12



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESTheorem 5..1 Let M(t; x) be an entropy solution of (7) and 
 be an openretangle in of R+ � R suh that M is of formM(t; x) =M l(t; x)H((t)� x) +M r(t; x)H(x� (t))for (t; x) 2 
, where both M l and M r are loal lassial solutions of (7) andt! (t) is smooth. Let f(t; x; v) be the nonnegative measure de�ned byf(t; x; v) = �(t; x)Æ(v � u(t; x)); (35)where u = a and�(t; x) = �xM(t; x); �(t; x)a(t; x) = �x(A(M(t; x))):Then, f is a solution to (33). In partiular, (1), (2) and (4) are satis�edby � and u.Let us use the shorter notations M l(t), M r(t), instead of M l(t; (t)) andM r(t; (t)). We have M l(t) � M r(t), sine M(t; x) is nondereasing in x,for eah t. The urve t! (t) satis�es the Rankine-Hugoniot ondition0(t) = A(M r)� A(M l)M r �M land Lax entropy onditionA0(M l) � 0(t) � A0(M r):The measure f is de�ned by (35), where�(t; x) =M lx(t; x)H((t)�x)+M rx(t; x)H(x�(t))+(M r(t)�M l(t))Æ(x�(t))�a = A0(M l)M lxH(� x)+A0(M r)M rxH(x� )+ (A(M r)�A(M l))Æ(x� )(where we use subsripts t and x instead of �t et �x). In order to get(33),(35), it is enough to show the distributional inequalityTt + Sx � 0;where T = �U(a); S = � (a);13



BRENIER-GRENIER : STICKY PARTICLESwith  (v) = vU(v), when U is onvex, and the distributional equalityTt + Sx = 0;when U is aÆne. (This inequality preisely expresses the nonnegativenessof measure � in (33).) The omputation of Sx is easy. First, notie thatS =M lx (A0(M l))H(� x) +M rx (A0(M r)) +  (0)(M r �M l)Æ(x� );sine, at x = , a = A(M r)� A(M l)M r �M l = 0:Thus Sx = (M lx (A0(M l)))xH(x� ) + (M rx (A0(M r)))xH(� x)+(M rx (A0(M r))�M lx (A0(M l)))Æ(x� ) +  (0)(M r �M l)Æ0(x� ):The omputation of Tt is longer. We haveT =M lxU(A0(M l))H(�x)+M rxU(A0(M r))H(x�)+U(0)(M r�M l)Æ(x�):Thus Tt = (M lxU(A0(M l)))tH(x� ) + (M rxU(A0(M r)))tH(� x)�(M rxU(A0(M r))�M lxU(A0(M l)))0Æ(x� )+ ddt(U(0)(M r �M l))Æ(x� )� 0U(0)(M r �M l)Æ0(x� ):Sine M l(t) =M l(t; (t)), we getM l 0(t) =M lt (t; ) + 0M lx(t; ) =M lx(t; )(0 � A0(M l(t)))(indeed, M l(t; x) is a smooth loal solution of (7)) and, similarly,M r 0 = (0 � A0(M r))M rx :Next, we �nd(M r�M l)00 = (M r�M l) ddt [A(M r)� A(M l)M r �M l ℄ = (0�A0(M l))2M lx�(0�A0(M r))2M rx ;14
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